Let G be a graph with edges E(G). A subset of the nodes dominates G if each node of G is either in or is adjacent to a member of the subset. The domination number of G, y(G), is the minimum size of a dominating set. In 1963, Vizing [3] conjectured that for all graphs G and H, y(G 0 H) 3 y(G)?(H) w h ere G @ H is the Cartesian product of G and H. We prove an analogous result for the fractional domination number. We can redefine y(G) as the value of the integer programming problem. For n-vectors x and y, let x 2 y (X < y) mean Xi > yi (xi < yi) for all i. Let 1, and 0, be the n-vectors whose components are all one or all zero, respectively. If N(G) is the neighborhood matrix of G (the adjacency matrix plus the identity matrix), then y(G) = min lb,x subject to x 2 O,,,, N(G)x 3 l,,, and x is integer.
(1) X Let ys(G) (the fractional domination number of G) be the value of (1) without the integrality constraints (Farber [ 11) :
yf(G) = min l&x subject to x 2 O,,, and N(G)x 2 l,,,.
( 
X This paper uses two graph products (see Fig. 1 ). Let G and H be graphs. Then the Cartesian product of G and H, G @ H has (GJ (H) nodes with [(a, b) The Lemma lists some properties of the tensor product needed to prove the Theorem.
, (c, d )] E E(G @ H) if either a = c and [b, d] E E(H), or b = d and [a, c] E E(G

Lemma. Let P be an m x n matrix, Q be an s x t matrix, x and z be n-vectors, and y and w be t-vectors. Then
(1) (P @ Qk 0~) = (Px) 0 (QY).
(2) Ifx~z~0,andy~w>0,,thenx@y~z~w.
(3) Let G and H be graphs. Then N(G. H) = N(G) 0 N(H) .
Theorem. For all graphs G and H, yr(G.H) = yf(G)~f(H).
Proof. Let x and y be vectors solving ( 
Corollary. For all gqhs G and H, Y~(G 0 H) 3 ~f(G)yf(H).
The inequality in the Corollary is sharp. For k > 2, let %k be the set of graphs with nodes { 1,2, . . . . 2k) where the subgraph induced by { 1,2, . . ., k} has no isolated nodes, and for 1 < i < k, node i + k is connected only to node i. Then for all G ~9~ and H E%,, we have yf(G) = k and yJ(G 0 H) = kl.
